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Efficient Silicone Molding
Complete solutions



Mold production 
and automation

Development

Volume 
production

Prototyping

End-to-end  
injection molding solutions

Support of your project at every stage of the elastomer- 
processing value chain.

From the initial idea through to delivery – with RICO, you can select from a comprehensive range 
of services comprising development, prototyping, mold production, volume production of silicone 
and multi-component parts, and packaging solutions, that meet the very highest standards.

We can support you and your project at every stage of the elastomer-processing value chain.
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Volume production
Production of customized injection molded parts

RICO can produce silicone parts using one- and multi-component injection molding technology. 

LSR and HCR parts 
Large-volume production of liquid silicone rubber (LSR) and solid high 
temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber (HCR) parts.

Multi-component parts
Silicone injection molded parts in a range of material combinations.

Insert overmolding
Inserts or substrates are overmolded with silicone.

Assembly injection molding
Assembly injection molding eliminates the need for downstream 
assembly steps.

Secondary operations and packaging
Finishing, testing, identification marking and packaging of your finished 
silicone parts. 

Clean room production
Production of 1K and multi-component injection molded parts in a clean 
room environment.

LSR and HCR parts
Minimal flash, no waste and no need for additional finishing steps

RICO produces one- and multi-component injec-
tion molded parts. 

We manufacture billions of units for a range of 
different industries every year, using our own  
injection molding machines featuring automa-
tic materials supply, state-of-the-art machine- 
level, centralized quality assurance, as well as 
in clean production environments. 

All of the parts we produce are customized  
according to our customers’ individual speci- 
fications – and can be completely bespoke.

Certified industry standards and cutting- 
edge manufacturing techniques, such as mobile 
monitoring of machinery using control console 
systems, enable us to produce elastomer parts 
with minimal flash, no waste and without the 
need for additional finishing steps.

© ARBURG
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Volume production: We manufac-
ture billions of units for a range of 
different industries every year.
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Assembly injection molding
Automated assembly of production parts and inserts

RICO’s assembly injection molding proces-
ses eliminate the need for downstream as-
sembly steps by combining your production 
parts and inserts during the injection mol-
ding process. The major benefit is that you  
receive a ready-assembled unit.

We implement your assembly injection molding 
projects employing carefully designed mold, au-

tomation and machine concepts. This involves 
using a combination of two to three machines. 
Automated systems ensure the precise orien-
tation of parts, active removal and alignment, 
and that your units are correctly assembled.  
Continuous inspection processes guarantee 
outstanding precision and prevent errors.

Secondary operations and packaging
Finishing, testing, identification marking and packaging of finished parts
In addition to development, prototyping, mold 
production and volume production of silicone 
and multi-component parts, we also offer a ran-
ge of solutions for the final processing, testing,  
tracing and packaging of your finished parts.

Examples: 
 » 100% inspection and performance testing 

of finished parts
 » Slitting, punching, assembly, component 

marking and preparation for delivery
 » Smart packaging concepts

Insert overmolding
Overmolding of plastic or metal substrates with silicone 
We can overmold your plastic component or 
metal mass with silicone. We have developed 
sophisticated inspection, conveyor and pre-tre-
atment systems to prepare inserts for the mol-
ding process.

Read more
on our website:
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Clean room production
ISO class 7 and 8 certification in the RICO GROUP

RICO GROUP companies, SILCOPLAST and SIM-
TEC have ISO class 7 and class 8 clean rooms 
respectively. All processes, the 1K and mul-
ti-component production, in-process inspection, 
post-curing, washing, and packaging are all per-
formed within the environmentally-controlled, 
clean rooms. 

For the customers that do not require clean 
room conditions, RICO produces silicone parts 
and micro-parts to exceptionally demanding 
specifications in hands-free, automated hygie-
nic production areas.

Unmanned night-time production
Unique in the industry

RICO’s injection molding production line runs 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. However during 
the night shift, our machines are producing con-
sistent, high quality parts, without operators. 

From 6pm to 6am, our production lines are run-
ning unmanned. Because of our advanced mol-
ding technology, high performance molds, and 
with detailed coordination with the day-time pro-
cesses, we are able to maintain our high quality 
standards throughout the night.

This is why we see unmanned night-time produc-
tion as a seal of approval for our overall techno-
logical competence – one which relies heavily on 
coordination and exacting quality standards. We 
only use precisely adjusted molds for volume 
production. 

Our goal is to perfect the production process 
to produce and deliver consistent, high quality 
parts, rather than depending on 100% inspection 
of finished components.

 » ONLY THOSE WHO MASTER PROCESS STABILITY AND CONSISTENT 
QUALITY CAN PRODUCE IN UNMANNED, LIGHTS OUT CONDITIONS. « 

Markus Nuspl, RICO Managing Director
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Mold production and automation
The right system for every application

Production and automation of one- and multi-component molds for processing liquid silicone 
rubber (LSR), solid high temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber (HCR) and manufacturing  
multi-component products (2K or more).

LSR and HCR injection molds
LSR and HCR injection molds for short-cycle volume production.

Multi-component molds
Multi-component molds for TP-LSR, LSR-LSR and many other 
combinations, as well as insert overmolding.

Automation 
Customized, automated solutions for robotic parts handling systems,  
in-line processes, and end-to-end monitoring.

Turnkey systems
Turnkey delivery of production-ready systems including assembly, 
commissioning, and on-site training.

Maintenance and mold services
Maintenance and cleaning of RICO molds and supply of replacement 
parts.

Molds from the technology leader
Fully automated and ready-to-go

As a full-service partner, we support you right 
from the start of the development phase. With 
over 25 years experience in producing high  
quality molds, RICO can help you to imple-
ment production-focused improvements in part  
design and provide you with customized  
multi-component molds.

As a leading producer of multi-component 
molds, RICO has a reputation for meeting strict 
requirements for sophisticated applications, 
coupled with very low tolerances.

The benefits of RICO molds
 » Outstanding quality of injection molded parts: RICO molds produce your parts with minimal 

flash, zero waste and without the need for additional finishing steps.
 » Large number of cavities and master mold concept for reduced set-up times.
 » All-round maintenance: As a RICO customer, you can rely on first-class, after-sale service.  

We offer mold maintenance and can supply you with replacement and standard parts.
 » End-to-end automation solutions: We provide services that go beyond traditional mold 

production, providing our customers with finely-tuned automation solutions aligned with their 
individual needs and product specifications.
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Maintenance and mold services
Maintenance and resampling of all RICO molds

The RICO pledge: We guarantee that we will 
service and resample any mold that we have 
ever built. This is possible thanks to the range 
of machinery equipment we have in our in-house 
technical center and the service technicians on 
site.

RICO molds have a very long production life. 
With regular servicing our molds will run and 
run producing perfect quality injection mol-
ded parts. No matter how old your RICO mold 

is, we will service it. Our mold services include 
the mold maintenance and replacement parts, 
repair and reconditioning of mold components, 
resampling of your injection molded parts after 
every service and a rapid support from our mold 
service engineers.

Customers who require high production capacity 
from their molds use RICO’s mold maintenance 
services.

Single and multi-component molds
Large number of cavities and master mold concept for reduced set-up times

We develop unique concepts that feature  
fully-automated production using our proprie-
tary cold runner technology, and valve gate  
nozzle systems (up to 160 cavities). These inno-
vative concepts minimize cycle times and reduce 
set-up times thanks to master mold concepts.

RICO molds allow you to produce tight toleran-
ce parts, with minimal flash, zero waste, and  
without the need for additional finishing steps.

RICO can build 2K molds with up to 96+96  
cavities and produces molds for the following 
material combinations (2K or more):
 » Silicone + silicone
 » Thermoplastic + silicone
 » Metal + silicone
 » Glass + silicone
 » Silicone + other suitable material
 » Overmolding of your inserts

 » 58% OF OUR CUSTOMERS REPORT THAT THEY WERE ABLE TO ACHIEVE 
SAVINGS THANKS TO THE QUALITY OF RICO MOLDS.« 

RICO customer satisfaction survey, May 2018
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Automation:  
Feeding, conveying 
and plasma treatment.
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Automation
From the injection molding process through to the packed finished part

Highly automated processes are essential for 
the injection molding of silicone parts. We will 
tailor all automation steps and downstream 
processes to your individual needs.

If you carry out further processing steps that 
must take place on your premises, we’d like to 
find out about them. Our automation solutions 
can eliminate the need for additional assembly 
and delivery preparation steps. 

We can automate production every step of the 
way, from the injection molding process right 
through to packing of the finished parts.

Examples for automation solutions:
 » Upstream processes like supply systems or 

insert pre-treatment (e.g. surface activation 
and pre-warming)

 » Insertion and removal systems
 » Automatic inline testing equipment
 » Part marking
 » Positioning and buffering systems
 » Automated packaging solutions

Read more
on our website:

Turnkey systems
Turnkey delivery of complete injection molding systems

With options including sheet metal strips using 
reel-to-reel, other metal component feeding, 
or an inline plasma treatment, RICO’s turnkey  
system solutions cover the production process 
from start to finish. On request, we take over 
the plant specification, definition of interfaces 
with suppliers and project partners, project ma-
nagement and coordination between the project  
partners.

Acceptance of the entire system takes place 
at RICO. We then rebuild it in exactly the same 
way at your facility, where we support you with a 
complete commissioning process. RICO places a 
strong emphasis on „know-how“ transfer for the 
entire process. That’s why our staff provides your 
team with on-site training on operating your new 
system.
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Turkey systems: Turnkey delivery of 
complete injection molding systems.

Total parts control: RICO automation 
solutions enable you to implement 
end-to-end monitoring and checking 
for every single injection molded part 
throughout the process.
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Development
Your first-choice development partner

Product and production-process development for the manufacturing of silicone and multi-
component injection molded parts.

Product development and co-development
Technical support with product design and feasibility of silicone and 
multi-component parts.

Production-process development
Development of the production process right through to volume 
production.

Product development and  
Production-process development
The goal: Production readiness of your part

If required, we can provide end-to-end assistan-
ce, starting with the initial idea, but we are also 
happy to work as a co-developer or development 
partner for individual aspects of the design. 

Possible product development services:
 » Wide-ranging materials expertise with  

in-house materials lab
 » Optimization and analysis of components
 » Jointly coordinated preliminary tests 
 » Simulations: Filling simulations, Thermal 

multi-cycle analysis, FEM calculation
 » Co-Development: Component development 

support right through to component design

The goal is always to bring your part to produc-
tion readiness.

We carry out the various production-process 
development stages before moving on to volu-
me production. We devise a customized manu-
facturing concept for your component and can 
get to work on this as soon as the functionality 
of the product has been determined.

The manufacturing process should result in a 
product with the defined product properties and 
functions, and feasible in terms of efficiency, 
cost-effectiveness and quality, notwithstanding 
the product’s complexity.
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Prototyping
Rapid production of demonstration and other prototypes for 
functional testing

Prototyping
Initial demonstration prototypes in as little as one week

Do you need initial prototypes of your silicone or 
2K parts for demonstration and functional tes-
ting as quickly as possible? RICO’s prototyping 
services get the job done! Prototypes are vital 
to turning developments into actual products. 
Initial tests can be carried out quickly. 

We find the ideal prototype concept to meet 
each customer’s specific requirements.

The form of prototyping that best satisfies your 
needs depends on the:
 » material
 » required quantity
 » complexity of your product
 » and the specifications for real-life operating 

conditions.

Demonstration prototypes
Demonstration prototypes are made solely for demonstration purposes 
and are not suitable for functional testing. 3D printing is one of the 
techniques used to make the parts and their molds. 
 » They are not made within tolerance
 » The final material is used where possible
 » Only a limited number of sample components can be produced

Test prototypes
Test prototypes are injection molded prototype parts. The quality is very 
similar to that of volume production, and they are suitable for preliminary 
testing.
 » Made within tolerance
 » Made in the final material
 » Up to 1,000 sample parts can be produced

Pre-production prototypes
Pre-production prototypes are prototype parts made to volume-
production quality.
 » Pre-production molds correspond precisely to the volume-production 

molds
 » Made in the final material
 » Quantities of up to 100,000
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RICO site in Thalheim bei Wels, Austria.
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Industries
A stable partner serving a variety of industries

Since 1994, RICO has been a reliable partner for customers in the automotive, sanitary and 
household, healthcare and life science, and industrial sectors. Thanks to an even distribution 
of customers across these lines of business, RICO is a stable and highly experienced silicone 
processing partner.
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Health Care and Life Science
 » ISO 13485 certification and ISO clean rooms class 7 and 8  

in the RICO GROUP
 » Product examples: Valves, components for displays and  

control elements, optical devices, syringes components, baby 
soothies, toys, microcomponents

Industrial
 » Frequent use in electronics, irrigation systems and the  

food sector
 » Product examples: Dosage systems for food and liquids,  

cosmetic components, baking forms, sealing components

Sanitary and Household
 » Parts hidden from view or visible parts with high standards 

required for the textures and surfaces
 » Product examples: Sealing components, spray pattern com-

ponents, components for kitchen devices

Automotive
 » IATF 16949 certification
 » Product examples: Sealing components, protective tubing, 

connectors, bellows and damping elements

The RICO GROUP
The international high-powered 
elastomer network

RICO GROUP is a premium global provider  
of complex individual elastomer and plastics 
projects.

Through four locations worldwide the group 
has established a globally powerful techno-
logy and production network.

www.rico-group.net

RICO Elastomere Projecting GmbH
Made in Austria | www.rico.at
Tooling, production of silicone and multi- 
material parts, large series

SIMTEC Silicone Parts, LLC
Made in USA | www.simtec-silicone.com
Production of silicone and multi-material 
parts, clean room production, large series

HTR Rosenblattl GmbH
Made in Austria | www.htr-rosenblattl.at

Tool hardening, thermal treatment of stainless 
and tool steels, material analysis

Silcoplast AG
Made in Switzerland | www.silcoplast.ch

Production of silicone and plastic parts, clean 
room production, small and large series



RICO Elastomere Projecting GmbH
Am Thalbach 8 | 4600 Thalheim bei Wels | Austria

www.rico.at | office@rico.at | +43 7242 76 460
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